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Abstract 

The aim of this project is to implement application using Software as a Service delivery 

model. Application will be implemented using the dynamic language called Groovy. 

The goals of this master thesis are to select development language based on the 

comparative analysis of two popular JVM languages Groovy and Java. The second goal 

is to identify requirements for the authorization mechanism, build the prototype and 

compare it to existing solutions. 

According to the results comparative analysis of Groovy and Java carried out 

successfully. Comparative analysis of the authorization security mechanisms was done 

successfully. Three security frameworks Apache Shiro, Spring Security ACL and PF 

Security were compared during the thesis. PF Security prototype was implemented 

during the thesis work. According to the results of the comparative analysis PF Security 

is memory efficient and showed high performance during the tests. It was concluded 

that PF Security mechanism is the most efficient solution according to the application 

needs. 
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1 Introduction 

Introduction chapter contains general problem statement description which explains the 

problems that will be addressed in thesis. Suggested solution describes the solutions and 

tools that will be used in order to solve the problem from the problem statement section. 

Thesis background section shows the aim of the current master Thesis. 

1.1 Problem statement 

In application development process it is important to have high execution speed, be-

cause it decreases the application response time. This makes possible to provide access 

for more users on the servers with less performance. 

Application security is the second topic of the current thesis. It is important to have 

highly secured application. Focus of the current thesis is on the Authorization part of the 

application security. The goal is to identify the requirements for the authorization mech-

anism. Build the prototype which will satisfy these requirements and compare existing 

solutions with the prototype. 

To summarize the problems listed above we can say that the primary focus of current 

master thesis is: 

- server side implementation using Groovy with Grails as programming 

language; 

- PF Security as the framework for security part of this prototype; 

- comparative analysis of authorization security mechanisms; 

- comparative analysis of Java and Groovy languages.  

1.2 Thesis aims 

The aim of the of current Master's Thesis is to address both a theoretical and a series of 

practical challenges relating to usability, web technology and design. Several researches 

were taken during this work which are described in this paper and represent the main 

content of this Master's Thesis. 

The thesis is performed together with two other students. All works on project are 

distributed between students as following: 

- cloud architecture and data modeling – Roman Reva; 

- server-side programming – Oleg Gumenuik; 

- client-side programming – Mykhailo Kolchenko. 

The Thesis addresses both a theoretical and a series of practical challenges relating to 

usability, web technology and design. From a technology perspective the students will 

challenge the boundaries of what can be achieved with technologies such as 

Groovy/Grails, ExtJS, Apache Tomcat, MySQL, all running on Amazon AWS EC2 

servers with the Ubuntu  Linux on board. 

In the framework of this Thesis project the following topics are discussed: 

- authorization mechanisms and comparative analysis; 

- Java and Groovy languages overview and comparative analysis. 

 The main objective for comparative analysis of Java and Groovy languages is to 

choose the proper language based on the application needs. The main objective for the 

comparative analysis of the authorization mechanisms is to select the most efficient 

security mechanism for the application. 

 The main idea of the application is under Non-Disclosure Agreement and cannot be 

discussed in this paper. However, all technical details are going to be described. 
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1.3 Structure of the report 

Current thesis consists of several chapters: 

- Introduction. General problem statement, suggested solution and thesis back-

ground are described in this paragraph; 

- Introduction to Security mechanisms. Contains theoretical basement and intro-

duction to existing Security mechanisms. It provides general description of  all 

necessary security terms; 

- Comparative analysis. Provided the comparative analysis of Java and Groovy 

languages. Performance and syntax analysis of both languages. Second part of 

the paragraph is comparative analysis of three Security mechanisms based on the 

selected criteria. This comparative analysis allows to select the most memory ef-

ficient solution with high performance; 

- Conclusions. This paragraph describes the obtained results during the research; 

- Future work. Shows the actual problems that can be addressed in future to im-

prove the results obtained in current thesis.
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2 Introduction to Security mechanisms, Groovy and Grails 

Current section describes all terms and provides theoretical basement. Base feature of 

Groovy and Grails and Security mechanisms are provided. 

2.1 Introduction to Groovy and Grails 

Groovy language is dynamic language for the Java Virtual Machine(JVM). Groovy 

main features are described in Groovy documentation(2012): 

 

- builds upon the strengths of Java but has additional power 

features inspired by languages like Python, Ruby and Smalltalk; 

- makes modern programming features available to Java 

developers with almost-zero learning curve; 

- supports Domain-Specific Languages and other compact 

syntax so your code becomes easy to read and maintain; 

- makes writing shell and build scripts easy with its powerful 

processing primitives, OO abilities and an Ant DSL; 

- increases developer productivity by reducing scaffolding code 

when developing web, GUI, database or console applications; 

- simplifies testing by supporting unit testing and mocking out-

of-the-box; 

- seamlessly integrates with all existing Java classes and 

libraries; 

- compiles straight to Java bytecode so you can use it anywhere 

you can use Java. 

 

Grails is framework for web based application. Grails official documentation(2012) 

provides definitive description for Grails framework: 

 

Grails aims to bring the "coding by convention" paradigm to 

Groovy. It is an open-source web application framework that 

leverages the Groovy language and complements Java Web 

development. Grails is licensed under the liberal Apache 2.0 

Software License. 

 

Groovy official documentation (2012) describes the main features of the language: 

 

Groovy tries to be as natural as possible for Java developers. We 

have tried to follow the principle of least surprise when 

designing Groovy, particularly for developers learning Groovy 

who have come from a Java background. 

 

Semicolons. Semicolons in Groovy are optional, statements from the figure 2.1 

shows that: 

 

 
Figure 2.1 – Semicolons example 
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Parentheses. Parentheses are optional in Groovy. Statements from the figure 2.2 

show that: 

 

 
Figure 2.2 – Parentheses example 

 

 

Return Type and the return Keyword. In Groovy it is not necessary to specify a 

return type for the method and using of the return keyword is not mandatory. By default 

the last statement in the method is return statement. Example is shown on figure 2.3: 

 

 
Figure 2.3 – Return keyword example 

 

Getters and Setters. Properties are like public fields, and it is not necessary to 

define getters and setters explicitly (except the case where it is necessary to modify the 

default behavior). Example is shown on figure 2.4: 

 

 
Figure 2.4 – Getters and Setters example 

 

Access Modifiers. Bashar Abdul-Jawad (2012) provides definition for access 

modifiers:  

 

In Java a class member that has no access modifier assigned to it 

will have a default access, which means it can be accessed only 

from the package it is declared in. In Groovy, however, methods 

and fields are all public by default, making them accessible from 

anywhere. 
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Dynamic typing. Groovy is a dynamic language that supports dynamic typing. This 

means that if object has some method than you can call it. Figure 2.5 shows dynamic 

typing in action: 

 

 
Figure 2.5 – Dynamic typing example 

 

Closures. Groovy official web site (2012) provides definition for a Groovy Closures: 

 

A Groovy Closure is like a "code block" or a method pointer. It 

is a piece of code that is defined and then executed at a later 

point. It has some special properties like implicit variables, 

support for currying and support for free variables. 

 

Figure 2.6 shows the closures in action: 

 

 
Figure 2.6 – Closure example 

 

Figure 2.6 shows us that this “code block” is reusable and there is something similar 

to the methods. Also it is possible to pass the parameters to closures. 

 

GroovyMarkup. Groovy official web site (2012) has good definition of 

GroovyMarkup:  

 

Groovy has native support for various markup languages from 
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XML, HTML, SAX, W3C DOM, Ant tasks, Swing user 

interfaces and so forth. This is all accomplished via the syntax 

presented on figure 2.7: 

 

 
Figure 2.7 – NodeBuilder example 

 

Whichever kind of builder object is used, the syntax is the same. 

This means that the someBuilder object has a method called 

'people' invoked with 2 parameters: 

- a Map of arguments ['kind':'folks', 'groovy':true]; 

- a Closure object which when invoked will call 2 methods 

on the builder called 'person', each taking 2 parameters, a 

map of values and a closure. 

 

Now we will use sample program written in Java and we rewrite it in Groovy step by 

step. Let us say that we have a class with three properties which is shown on the figure 

2.8: 

 

 
Figure 2.8 – Sample class 

 

In order to create Todo objects and store information in its fields in Java we need to 

initialize constructors. One of our requirements is to have possibility to pass only 

selected arguments to the constructor method or to create empty object with default 

values. This means that we need four different constructors and that is shown on the 

figure 2.9: 
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Figure 2.9 – Sample class with constructors 

 

This took 14 lines of code to satisfy our requirement. In Groovy you do not need to 

specify constructors. To create new object you need to specify property name and value 

like it shown on the figure 2.10:  

 

 
Figure 2.10 – Creating new Todo object example 

 

Next are getters and setters. In Java we need to initialize getters and setters for all the 

properties, but in Groovy you do not need to do that. In our case we need to override 

toString, equals and hashCode methods. In Java it would take extra lines of code, but in 

Groovy you need to specify the annotation above the class where you want such 

methods like it shown on the figure 2.11: 

 

 
Figure 2.11 – ToString, Equals and HashCode annotations example 

 

In new Groovy class you do not have getter and setter methods, constructors and by 

adding annotations you have toString(), equals() and hashCode() methods. Appendix A 

contains the full Java source code of this sample program. We see that number of lines 

is reduced from 74 to 7 only. 

Groovy takes care of the most common things and developer can focus on more 

important things. This will save developer’s time and make code more readable. 

2.2 Introduction to Security Frameworks 

Security is important part of the application. Due attention and plenty of time should be 

given to it so the end User will be confident that his personal data will not be given to 

any third party. User does not need to worry about the safety of the information in the 

system that he/she is using. User must be sure that data is securely stored and protected 
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from external influence by application security. 

We can define the main security topics that have value for the application and will be 

discussed: 

- Authentication; 

- Authorization; 

- Confidentiality; 

- Registration; 

 

Authentication: How a user (principal) logs on (authenticates) to a system using some 

kind of uniquely identifying data (credentials). 

The most common way is a username/password combo used at a login form, 

submitted to the server, which verifies the combo and either grants of denies the 

authentication request. Variants to this scheme, is e.g. one-time generated passwords 

sent as SMS to a mobile-phone, which is then used as the password part of the 

credentials. 

 

Authorization: What operations an authenticated principal is allowed to perform within 

the system. 

This is in general, highly tied to the concept of roles. A role is a symbolic name, 

which is used to grant/deny ability to perform business operations. A set of roles might 

be members of a role-group, which simplifies the management of roles. 

A principal is associated to one or more roles (or role-groups), which defines the set 

of business operations allowed to perform. 

 

Confidentiality: How the communication between the user/principal and the server if 

protected from a third-part. 

The most common way is to use encrypted TCP socket communication (SSL TCP 

sockets). For HTTP communication, this implies using the HTTPS protocol. 

The requirement for properly setting up a SSL TCP socket communication, is X.509 

certificates (pub-priv key-pairs). A certificate must be signed by another certificate, or 

signed by itself (aka self-signed). 

For a commercial website, it is highly recommended to request a well-recognized 

company (CA = Certificate Authority) to sign its own generate certificate (CR = 

Certificate Request). The CA owns a self-signed certificate, but is “trusted” by browser 

vendors and they have therefor pre-loaded their browsers with the public key of the CA 

certificate (RC = Root Certificate). 

During testing or a PoC, it is in general sufficient to use a self-signed certificate. 

When contacting the server over HTTPS, the browser will first ask for permission 

before granting access to the website. 

 

Registration: How user (principal) obtains a new account within the system that con-

tains the credentials plus other personal information items. 

In general, this is performed by the user (or somebody else, e.g. admin) submitting 

personal via a form. After the form data has successfully been validated, the account 

record is created. The credentials can either be submitted by the user or generated by the 

system (one-time password). 

2.2.1 Introduction to Spring Security ACL 

Spring Security official web site (2012) provides good definition for Spring Security: 
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Spring Security is a powerful and highly customizable 

authentication and access-control framework. It is the de-facto 

standard for securing Spring-based applications. Spring Security 

is one of the most mature and widely used Spring projects.  

Spring Security is also easy to learn, deploy and manage. 

Dedicated security namespace provides directives for most 

common operations, allowing complete application security in 

just a few lines of XML. 

 

Burt Beckwith’s blog (2012) describes the power of Access Control List 

support: 

 

Complex applications often will find the need to define access 

permissions not simply at a web request or method invocation 

level. Instead, security decisions need to comprise both who 

(Authentication), where (MethodInvocation) and what 

(SomeDomainObject). In other words, authorization decisions 

also need to consider the actual domain object instance subject 

of a method invocation(Domain Object Security(SpringSource). 

The ACL(Access Control List) adds Domain Object Security 

support to a Grails application that uses Spring Security. There 

are two primary use cases for ACL security: determining 

whether a user is allowed to perform an action on an instance 

before the action is invoked, and restricting access to single or 

multiple instances after methods are invoked (this is typically 

implemented by collection filtering). You can call 

aclUtilService.hasPermission() explicitly, but this tends to 

clutter your code with security logic that often has little to do 

with business logic. Instead, Spring Security provides some 

convenient annotations that are used to wrap your method calls 

in access checks. 

There are four annotations: 

- @PreAuthorize; 

- @PreFilter; 

- @PostAuthorize; 

- @PostFilter. 

The ACL uses domain classes to manage database state. 

Ordinarily the database structure is not all that important, but to 

be compatible with the traditional JDBC-based Spring Security 

code, the domain classes are configured to generate the table and 

column names that are used there: 

a) AclClass domain class which contains entries for the 

names of each application domain class that has associated 

permissions; 

b) AclSid domain  class which contains entries for the names 
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of grant recipients. These are typically usernames (where 

principal is true) but can also be a GrantedAuthority (role name, 

where principal is false); 

c) AclObjectIdentity domain class which contains entries 

representing individual domain class instances (OIDs). It has a 

field for the instance id (objectId) and domain class (aclClass) 

that uniquely identify the instance; 

d) AclEntry domain class which contains entries representing 

grants (or denials) of a permission on an object instance to a 

recipient. 

2.2.2 Introduction to Apache Shiro 

Apache web site(2012) has the definition of Apache Shiro technology: 

Apache Shiro is a powerful and easy to use Java security 

framework that offers developers an intuitive yet comprehensive 

solution to authentication, authorization, cryptography, and ses-

sion management. 

In practical terms, it achieves to manage all facets of your 

application's security, while keeping out of the way as much as 

possible. It is built on sound interface-driven design and OO 

principles, enabling custom behavior wherever you can imagine 

it. But with sensible defaults for everything, it is as "hands off" 

as application security can be (The Apache Software Founda-

tion). 

The main objective of current master thesis is to build author-

ization mechanism which will be used in proof of concept appli-

cation. Based on the objective authorization part of security 

mechanism will be covered in this section. 

Authorization is the process of determining access rights to 

resources in an application. Authorization is used to answer se-

curity questions like, "is the user allowed to edit accounts", "is 

this user allowed to view this web page", "does this user have 

access to this button?" These are all decisions determining what 

a user has access to and therefore all represent authorization 

checks (The Apache Software Foundation). 

 

The main features of Apache Shiro Authorization are described in official Apache 

documentation(2012): 

 

Subject-based. Almost everything you do in Shiro is based on 

the currently executing user, called a Subject. And you can easi-

ly access the subject retrieve the Subject and checks its roles, 

permissions, or other relevant attributes anywhere in your code. 

This makes it easier for you to understand and work with Shiro 

in your applications; 

Checks based on roles or permissions. Since the complexity of 

authorization differs greatly between applications, Shiro is de-

signed to be flexible, supporting both role-based security and 

permission-based security based on the project needs; 
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Powerful and intuitive permission syntax. As an option, Shiro 

provides an out-of-the-box permission syntax, called Wildcard 

Permissions, that help you model the fine grained access poli-

cies your application may have. By using Shiro's Wildcard Per-

missions you get an easy-to-process and human readable syntax; 

Strong caching support. Any of the modern open-source 

and/or enterprise caching products can be plugged in to Shiro to 

provide a fast and efficient user-experience. For authorization, 

caching is crucial for performance in larger environments or 

with more complex policies using back-end security data 

sources; 

Pluggable data sources. Shiro uses pluggable data access ob-

jects, referred to as Realms, to connect to security data sources 

where you keep your access control information, like a LDAP or 

a relational database. To help you avoid building and maintain-

ing integrations yourself, Shiro provides out-of-the-box realms 

for popular data sources like LDAP, Active Directory, Kerboros, 

and JDBC. If needed, you can also create your own realms to 

support specific functionality not included in the basic realms; 

Supports any data model. Shiro can support any data model 

for access control-- it does not force a model on you. Your realm 

implementation ultimately decides how your permissions and 

roles are grouped together and whether to return a "yes" or a 

"no" answer to Shiro. This feature allows you to architect your 

application in the manner you chose and Shiro will bend to sup-

port you. 

 

2.2.3 Introduction to PF Security authorization mechanism 

This alternative way of application security is based on that we will not have relations 

between User, Permissions and Objects. That means that table which saves permissions 

and connects Users, Permissions and Objects will be removed and replaced by direct 

adding the following data structure to User which is shown on the figure 2.12: 

 

 
Figure 2.12 – PF Security Authorization architecture 

 

This data structure is created once the permission is granted to the User and then is 

serialized and saved in database as a String. Once User logs in this data structure is 

loaded. This information is stored in HTTP session and all permissions verification is 

done without any SQL queries execution. 
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Since Object is tree based data it is not necessary to store Permissions for all children 

nodes when parent node is granted with Permission. The algorithm which checks if 

Permission is granted to the User for selected Object is described on the figure 2.13: 

 
Figure 2.13 – PF Security check permission algorithm 

 

As described on the figure 2.13 in order to check is access granted or not we need to 

perform some steps. Target Prefix is the ID of the Object for which access is requested. 

The format of the target prefix is as follows: “1.2.3” which means that the id of the ob-

ject is 3 and it is a child of object with the id 1.2. And object 1.2 is a child of the object 

with the id 1. So, the first step is to select the Rule from the User’s Rule Set which is 

stored in HTTP Session. This step will be explained in figure 2.3. After that we need to 

check if there some Selected Rule is found and this found rule’s permissions set con-

tains all requested operations. If Rule is not NULL and contains all requested operations 

the result of isGranted method is TRUE which means that access is granted otherwise 

the result is FALSE and access is denied.  

Select Rule operation is described on the figure 2.14: 
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Figure 2.14 – PF Security add permission algorithm 

 

As described on the figure 2.14 there are following steps needed in order to get the 

Rule on which set of operations will be checked. The goal is to find the rule with the 

longest prefix compare to the target one. To do that we need to iterate through all the 

Rules in Rule Set and compute the prefix length for each Rule and find Rule with the 

longest prefix. When Rule is found it is possible to check the operations and access or 

deny the access for the User. 
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3 Comparative analysis 

Current chapter contains the comparative analysis of Groovy and Java languages per-

formance and comparative analysis of authorization security mechanisms. 

3.1 Comparative analysis of Groovy and Java performance 

Performance is important part of the language. To measure the performance we will test 

the same program written in Java and Groovy and compare the results. Sample 

programs are present in Appendix A and Appendix B. Eclipse Indigo was used as IDE to 

test performance. CPU is 2,2 GHz, 4GB RAM, Windows 7. 

Both samples were launched 10 times and results are described in the table 3.1: 

 

Sample 
Number of experimental launch, ms 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 

Java 72 89 65 65 63 70 70 60 61 65 

Groovy 392 355 373 399 357 392 342 449 450 443 

Groovy 

(compiled) 

332 373 354 330 299 341 365 319 344 361 

Table 3.1 – Performance test results 

 

From the table 3.1 we can see that performance of Java is better compared to Groovy. 

Average time for Java app is 68 ms, the average time for Groovy program is 395.2 ms 

which is almost 6 times slower compared to Java performance and finally the average 

for compiled Groovy is 341.8 ms which is 5 times slower compared to Java 

performance. 

3.2 Comparative analysis of Spring Security, Apache Shiro and PF Security 

Application Security is important. The goal of the prototype is to provide permission 

based authorization for the Users of the system. The way to do that is to use secured au-

thorization mechanism which will have high performance and will support all necessary 

features that are defined by the prototype’s business requirements. 

For large applications with high load it is important to have memory efficient ways 

to store the application data. Also such applications have problems with the response 

time of various operations. Based on this all the operations should have high perfor-

mance. In addition this particular application requires having control over the instance 

objects. In terms of Security it is called “Instance level control”. Requirements for the 

Authorization mechanism were identified based on the common problems and applica-

tion needs and they are listed below: 

- memory efficient in terms of storing permission’s data; 

- fast execution time of basic operations such as “Check permission” and “Add 

permission”; 

- instance level control should be supported; 

- permission inheritance support; 

- additional features that will increase performance and provide effective way of 

using.  

In order to compare different Security approaches the most important questions were 

identified based on the application needs: 

- Build clean room implementations using Apache Shiro and Spring ACL; 

- Build clean room implementation of own Security Mechanism; 
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- Identify comparison criteria; 

- Provide comparative analysis; 

- Make conclusions and choose the best solution which will be used in applica-

tion. 

3.2.1 Input data for current system 

We will use the sample input data that will show the problem with security mechanism 

and the ways to solve it: 

- 500 customers; 

- 5 projects per customer; 

- 500 instance objects in each project; 

- 100 users per project. 

- 10 permissions. 

It is easy to calculate the total number of entries required to store such number of 

permissions: 500 * 5 * 500 * 100 * 10 = 1 250 000 000 entries in DB. This is really 

huge number and it will take a lot of time to check something using this data.  The re-

quirement is to have memory efficient way to store permissions and high performance 

approach for authorization mechanism.  

We need to identify requirements for the security mechanism and compare three ap-

proaches with the help of comparison criteria. 

3.2.2 Selection of comparison criteria 

Uses HTTP Session to work with Permission’s operations. This means that user 

permissions are stored in session and there is no need to query the database to check 

permissions which will make authorization operations faster. 

Permissions inheritance support. Support of permissions inheritance is smart and 

memory efficient feature for the authorization mechanism. Our application has tree 

based data which means that all children inherit parent’s permissions. And there is no 

need to store the same data for all children, because it is easy to check parent’s permis-

sion. To understand the advantage of permissions inheritance let us have an example 

that is described on the figure 3.1: 

 

 
Figure 3.1 – Tree based data example 

 

From the figure 3.1 we see that root node in this tree is granted with two permissions: 

VIEW and WRITE. Based on the business requirements these permissions should be 

inherited by all children in this case it will be Leaf1, Leaf2 and Leaf3. Permissions in-

heritance allows not store unnecessary information to database, because permission can 

be retrieved from the parent. 

Elapsed time for check permission operation. It is the time that is required  to 

check single permission. This value is important, because check permission operations 
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should be fast and not take a lot of time to check permission to the object. It is therefore 

necessary to check performance of all three mechanisms with 10 000, 100 000 and 1 

000 000 permissions. Than collect the results, compare with each other and make con-

clusions. 

Elapsed time for add permission operation. This time shows the time for single 

add operation which means that it also important to have high performance here. The 

same as for the check permission operation we need to measure the performance of all 

three mechanisms with 10 000, 100 000 and 1 000 000 permissions. Than collect the 

results, compare with each other and make conclusions. 

Required memory. It is number of rows and tables required to store fixed set of 

permissions for each security mechanism. Permissions inheritance is important here. It 

allows to save some space in storage, because there is no need to store permissions for 

all children. 

Connections between User, Permissions and Objects. This shows how User, Per-

missions and Objects connected to each other. If mechanism has high level of relation-

ship this means that it requires more space to store the data and all operations will be 

slower compare to approach where these three domain objects are not tightly connected 

to each other. 

Level of permission granularity. Permissions are the actions that users can perform 

on the system resources. There are three different levels of permissions granularity: 

- resource level means that resource is specified, but there is no control of specific 

instance; 

- instance level means that specific resource instance is under control; 

- attribute level means that specific attributes of the resource instance are under 

control. 

Our application requires at least instance level control. It is need to grant control only 

to selected nodes in the tree. 

Users and/or Roles permissions support. Permissions can be as a part of Users and 

it is also possible to have permissions assigned to the Roles. For example, when every 

User with such role will have the same rights, so there is no need to store that infor-

mation in each User, because it will be not memory efficient. Based on that permissions 

support for both Users and Roles will add flexibility and memory efficiency to security 

mechanism. 

Caching. It is important when same permissions are checked frequently. Caching al-

lows to reduce number of requests to the data storage especially when there are 1 000 

000 objects. 

3.2.3 Results of comparative analysis and conclusions 

Table 3.2 show the results of comparative analysis based on selected criteria:  

 

Criteria Apache Shiro Spring ACL PF Security  

Uses HTTP Session 

to work with Per-

mission’s operations 

No No Yes 

Permissions inher-

itance support 

No No Yes 
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Connections be-

tween User, Permis-

sions and Objects 

Not connected. Per-

missions are stored in 

User object as String 

Yes. User, Permis-

sions and Objects 

are domain model 

entities 

. Permissions are 

stored in separate 

Data Structure 

and connected to 

the User 

Level of permissions 

granularity 

Resource Level, In-

stance Level, Attribute 

Level. 

Resource Level, 

Instance Level. 

Instance Level. 

Users and/or Roles 

permissions support 

both to the Users and 

Roles 

Only Users or 

Roles at the same 

time 

Users only 

Caching CacheManager  

support 

No cache  

support 

No cache  

support 

Documentation Good documentation  Complexity is high No documenta-

tion 

Table 3.2 – Results of comparative analysis 

 

As we can see from the table 3.2 the most effective solution is PF Security, because: 

- it works with Session which saves time that would be spent on queries to the da-

tabase; 

- supports the permissions inheritance which allows not storing unnecessary in-

formation in the data base; 

- has no connections between User, Permissions and Object which reduces the 

number of tables where permission information is stored; 

These are the main advantages of PF Security mechanism, but to prove that we will 

perform load testing of all three approaches. Following table shows the elapsed time for 

checking single permission and for adding single permission operations. Results are col-

lected in the table 3.3: 

 

Criteria Apache Shiro Spring ACL PF Security  

Elapsed time for single check permission operation: 

10 000 entries ~32 ms  ~10 ms ~19 ms 

100 000 entries ~479 ms ~14 ms ~34 ms 

1 000 000 entries ~11 880 ms ~69 ms ~64 ms 

Elapsed time for single adding permission operation: 

10 000 entries ~20.2 ms ~ 90 ms ~12 ms 

100 000 entries ~473 ms ~110 ms ~26 ms 

1 000 000 entries ~10 864 ms ~ 138 ms ~45 ms 

Table 3.3 – Security mechanisms performance tests results 

 

From the table 3.3 we see that PF Security has the highest performance. The next 

step is to analyze memory efficiency. With the help of sample data we will analyze the 

required memory for all three security mechanisms. Example of input data is shown on 

the figure 3.2: 
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Figure 3.2 – Extended tree based data example 

 

Figure 3.2 is sample set of tree based data which is similar to what we have in our 

prototype. To measure required memory we will assign VIEW and WRITE permissions 

on the root node and count required data for all three mechanisms for single user. As we 

discussed earlier by default all sub nodes should inherit all permissions from parent. For 

this sample example this means that all nodes will receive VIEW and WRITE permis-

sions. For these purposes we will create another comparison table where we display the 

results based on the selected criteria discussed previously: 

 

Criteria Apache Shiro Spring ACL PF Security  

Number of tables to store Per-

missions 

1 4 1 

Number of entries in table(s) 

for sample permissions data 

8 16 1 

Table 3.4 – Architectural comparative analysis results 

 

Next step is to compare the storage required for 1 000 000 permissions. To count this 

we will use following MySQL command: “select table_name "Table", (da-

ta_length+index_length) "Size [bytes]" from information_schema.tables where ta-

ble_schema='db_name';”. Figure 3.3, figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 show the space required 

to store permissions: 

 
Figure 3.3 –Spring ACL required space 
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The main tables for Spring ACL are “ACL_CLASS”, “ACL_ENTRY”, 

“ACL_OBJECT_IDENTITY” and “ACL_SID”. This means that the total space for all 

four tables is: 278970368 bytes which is ~266 Mbytes. 

 
Figure 3.4 –Apache Shiro required space 

 

The main table where all permissions are stored is “SHI-

RO_USER_PERMISSIONS”. Also it is connected to “SHIRO_USER”. This means that 

total space for two tables is: 80920576 bytes which is ~ 77 Mbytes. 

 
Figure 3.5 –PF Security required space 

 

PF Security holds all permissions serialized in “USER” domain. Total space required 

to store permissions is: 112640000 bytes which is ~ 107 Mbytes. 

 

 Apache Shiro Spring ACL PF Security 

Storage required, Mbytes 77 266 107 

Table 3.5 –Storage comparative analysis results  

 

From the table 3.5 we see that the most memory efficient solution is Apache Shiro 

mechanism. Based on the benchmark results PF Security has the best performance 

which is more reasonable for our application. Let us analyze the reasons of that conclu-

sions. Connections between User, Permissions and Objects are important when talking 

about the number of tables required storing permissions. Apache Shiro and PF Security 

store permissions directly in User object and this means that there is no relationship be-

tween User and Object and there is no need for extra table which store this kind of rela-

tionship. And this gives us single table which is required to store permissions. But 

Spring ACL has four tables. One is responsible for the User and called “ACL_SID”, 

“ACL_OBJECT_IDENTITY” stores information about each domain object instance, 

“ACL_ENTRY” stores the individual permissions assigned to each instance and finally 

“ACL_CLASS” is unique identifier for each domain objects class. This explains the 

number four for the Spring ACL. 

 Permissions inheritance support feature which discussed earlier allows not assign 

same permissions to all sub nodes, because on authorization step it is easy to check par-

ent’s permissions. So, based on that we can say that all sub nodes inherit all permissions 

from the root node and we do not need to store this extra information. That is why we 

have just one single entry for the PF Security mechanism. Apache Shiro received num-

ber eight because it allows to store multiply permissions for the single instance and this 

means that we can store both VIEW and WRITE permissions for single instance. Spring 
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ACL’s number is sixteen because “ACL_ENTRY” table stores individual permissions 

and there is not possible to store multiply permissions for the single instance. 

Based on the analysis it was concluded that PF Security is the most memory efficient 

way. This is possible because of permissions inheritance and efficient way of storing 

permission data. All these features give high performance to the PF Security authoriza-

tion mechanism. 
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4 Conclusions 

The problem addressed by this thesis was to compare Java and Groovy languages, their 

syntax and performance. This problem has been solved by selecting the main features of 

the languages and comparative analysis of the number of lines required to write the 

same program. Based on the results from chapter 2 it was concluded that programs writ-

ten in Groovy language are more intuitive and understandable compare to Java pro-

grams that requires more lines of code. The second is performance. Based on the results 

of the comparative analysis of Java and Groovy languages from the chapter 3.1 it was 

concluded that Java has better performance compare to Groovy. Execution time of sam-

ple Java program is less than in Groovy. 

Second problem addressed by this thesis was to define requirements for the authori-

zation mechanism, build a prototype of authorization mechanism and compare existing 

frameworks with the prototype using the selected criteria.  The problem has been solved 

by selecting the comparative criteria in the section 3.2.2. Three clean room implementa-

tions have been made. Performance tests have been performed. Based on the analysis 

results from section 3.2.3 it was concluded that the most memory efficient security 

mechanism is PF Security, because it requires less time for authorization operations and 

less space to store the permissions data. 
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5 Future work 

There are several tasks that can be done in future. Currently PF Security mechanism 

does not support permission inheritance which might be useful and space efficient.  This 

will increase the authorization operations speed, because in order to check permissions 

it will be possible to check it in the parent permission. It is also possible to reduce the 

space required to store permissions in PF Security mechanism by implementing ja-

va.io.Externalizable. 

Another problem that can be addressed in future is depth of authorization control. 

Currently PF Security supports instance level control, but it is possible to control attrib-

utes of these instances which will add the flexibility for the authorization mechanism. 
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Appendix A – Sample Java Program 

import java.io.*; 

import java.text.ParseException; 

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 

import java.util.*; 

 

public class JavaApp { 

  public static class Todo implements Comparable<Todo> { 

    private String    text; 

    private int     priority  = 5; 

    private Date    deadline = new Date(); 

 

    public Todo() { } 

 

    public Todo(String text) { 

      this(text, 5, new Date()); 

    } 

    public Todo(String text, int priority) { 

      this(text, priority, new Date()); 

    } 

 

    public Todo(String text, int priority, Date deadline) { 

      this.text = text; 

      this.priority = priority; 

      this.deadline = deadline; 

    } 

 

    public String getText() { 

      return text; 

    } 

    public void setText(String text) { 

      this.text = text; 

    } 

     

    public int getPriority() { 

      return priority; 

    } 

    public void setPriority(int priority) { 

      this.priority = priority; 

    } 

 

    public Date getDeadline() { 

      return deadline; 

    } 

    public String getDeadlineAsString() { 

      return new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd").format(deadline); 

    } 

    public void setDeadline(Date deadline) { 

      this.deadline = deadline; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String toString() { 

      return "Todo{" + 

          "text='" + getText() + '\'' + 

          ", priority=" + getPriority() + 

          ", deadline=" + getDeadlineAsString() + 

          '}'; 

    } 
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    @Override 

    public boolean equals(Object o) { 

      if (this == o) return true; 

      if (o == null || getClass() != o.getClass()) return false; 

 

      Todo todo = (Todo) o; 

 

      if (priority != todo.priority) return false; 

      if (!deadline.equals(todo.deadline)) return false; 

      if (text != null ? !text.equals(todo.text) : todo.text != null) 

return false; 

 

      return true; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public int hashCode() { 

      int result = text != null ? text.hashCode() : 0; 

      result = 31 * result + priority; 

      result = 31 * result + deadline.hashCode(); 

      return result; 

    } 

  } 

 

  public static class Repo { 

    private List<Todo> todos = new ArrayList<Todo>(); 

 

    public List<Todo> getAll() { return todos; } 

     

    public void add(Todo t) { todos.add(t); } 

 

    public void add(String txt, int prio, Date dl) { 

      add(new Todo(txt, prio, dl)); 

    } 

 

    public List<Todo> findAllBefore(Date now) { 

      List<Todo> result = new ArrayList<Todo>(); 

      for (Todo t : getAll()) { 

        if (t.getDeadline().before(now) || 

t.getDeadline().equals(now)) result.add(t); 

      } 

      return result; 

    } 

 

    public List<String> texts() { 

      List<String> result = new ArrayList<String>(); 

      for (Todo t : getAll()) result.add(t.getText()); 

      return result; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String toString() { return "Repo{todos=" + getAll() + '}'; 

} 

  } 

 

  public static String toPretty(List<Todo> todos) { 

    StringBuilder b = new StringBuilder(10000); 

    for (Todo t : todos) { 

      b.append( String.format("%s [%d]: %s%n", 

t.getDeadlineAsString(), t.getPriority(), t.getText()) ); 
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    } 

    return b.toString(); 

  } 

   

  public static String toXML(List<Todo> todos) { 

    StringBuilder b = new StringBuilder(10000); 

    b.append(String.format("<todo-list>%n")); 

    for (Todo t : todos) { 

      b.append(String.format("  <todo><date>%s</date> <priori-

ty>%d</priority> <text>%s<text/><todo>%n", 

          t.getDeadlineAsString(), t.getPriority(), t.getText())); 

    } 

    b.append("</todo-list>"); 

    return b.toString(); 

  } 

   

  public static void main(String[] args) { 

    Date today = new Date(); 

    Repo  repo = new Repo(); 

    int prio = 1; 

    int days = 15, delta = -5; 

 

    List<String> txts = Arrays.asList( 

        "Learn Groovy", "Master Grails", "Understand Mongo", "Be fa-

miliar with AWS",  

        "Dig into ExtJS", "Grasp that use case" 

    ); 

    for (String txt : txts) { 

      repo.add(new Todo(txt, prio++, date(today, days += delta))); 

    } 

 

    System.out.println("Repo = " + repo + "\n"); 

    System.out.println("Pretty = \n" + toPretty(repo.getAll())); 

    System.out.println("Texts = " + repo.texts() + "\n"); 

    ArrayList<Todo> copyRepo = new ArrayList<Todo>(repo.getAll()); 

    Collections.sort(copyRepo); 

    System.out.println("Reversed = \n" + toPretty(copyRepo)); 

    System.out.println("XML = \n" + toXML(repo.getAll()) + "\n"); 

    System.out.println("Filtered = \n" + toPret-

ty(repo.findAllBefore(today))); 

 

    File file = new File("../repo.csv"); 

    Repo csvRepo = new Repo(); 

    try { 

      FileWriter out = new FileWriter(file); 

      for (Todo t : repo.getAll()) { 

        out.write(String.format("%s;%s;%s%n", t.getDeadlineAsString(), 

t.getPriority(), t.getText())); 

      } 

      out.close(); 

      System.out.printf("Written %s%n", file.getCanonicalPath()); 

 

      FileReader fr = new FileReader(file); 

      BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(fr); 

      String line; 

      while ((line = in.readLine()) != null) { 

        String[] fields = line.split(";"); 

        Todo t = new Todo(fields[2], Integer.parseInt(fields[1]), new 

SimpleDateFormat(("yyyy-MM-dd")).parse(fields[0])); 

        csvRepo.add(t); 

      } 
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      in.close(); 

    } catch (IOException e) { 

      e.printStackTrace(); 

    } catch (ParseException e) { 

      e.printStackTrace(); 

    } 

    System.out.println("CSV = \n" + toPretty(copyRepo)); 

  } 

   

  private static  Date date(Date d, int days) { 

    Calendar c = Calendar.getInstance(); 

    c.setTime(d); 

    c.add(Calendar.DATE, days); 

    return c.getTime(); 

  } 

}  
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Appendix B – Groovy sample program 

import groovy.transform.EqualsAndHashCode 

import groovy.transform.ToString 

import groovy.xml.MarkupBuilder 

 

Date.metaClass.iso8601 = {-> delegate.format('yyyy-MM-dd')} 

 

@ToString 

@EqualsAndHashCode 

class Todo { 

    String   text 

    int      priority = 5 

    Date     deadline = new Date() 

} 

 

@ToString 

class Repo { 

    def todos = [] 

     

    public void add(Todo t) { todos.add(t); } 

    public void add(String txt, int prio, Date dl) { 

        add(new Todo(deadline: dl, priority: prio, text: txt)) 

    } 

    def leftShift(Todo t) { add t }  

    public List<String> texts() { todos*.text } 

} 

 

def toPretty(List<Todo> todos) { 

    todos.collect {"${it.deadline.iso8601()} [${it.priority}]: 

${it.text}"}.join('\n') 

} 

 

def toXML(List<Todo> todos) { 

    StringWriter buf = new StringWriter() 

    def xml = new MarkupBuilder(buf) 

    xml.'todo-list' { 

        todos.each {t -> 

            todo dealine: t.deadline.iso8601(), priority: t.priority, 

t.text 

        }} 

    buf 

} 

 

long start = System.currentTimeMillis() 

 

Date today = new Date() 

Repo repo = new Repo() 

int prio = 1, days = 15, delta = -5 

 

def txts = [ 

        "Learn Groovy", "Master Grails", "Understand Mongo", "Be fa-

miliar with AWS", 

        "Dig into ExtJS", "Grasp that use case" 

] 

txts.each { 

    repo.add it, prio++, (today + (days+=delta)) 

} 

 

println 'Repo = ' + repo + '\n' 
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println 'Pretty = \n' + toPretty(repo.todos) + '\n' 

println 'Texts = ' + repo.texts() + '\n' 

println 'Reversed = \n' + toPretty(repo.todos.sort {a,b -> a.deadline 

<=> b.deadline}) + '\n' 

println 'XML = \n' + toXML(repo.todos) + '\n' 

println 'Filtered = \n' + toPretty(repo.todos.grep {it.deadline <= to-

day}) + '\n' 

 

File file = new File("../repo.csv")   

file.text = repo.todos.collect { 

    [it.deadline.iso8601(), it.priority, it.text].join(';') 

} .join('\n') 

println "Written ${file.canonicalPath}" 

 

Repo csvRepo = new Repo() 

file.eachLine {line -> 

    def (d,p,t) = line.split(/;/) 

    csvRepo << new Todo(deadline: Date.parse('yyyy-MM-dd', d), priori-

ty: p, text: t) 

} 

 

println 'CSV = \n' + toPretty(repo.todos) + '\n' 

 

long end = System.currentTimeMillis() 

println "Elapsed ${end-start} ms" 
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Appendix C – PF Security clean room implementation 

class User { 

String name 

  String rulesDB 

  AuthorizationRuleSet rules 

  static transients = ['rules'] 

   

  def afterLoad() { 

    rules = AuthorizationRuleSet.fromString(rulesDB) 

  } 

  def beforeInsert() { 

    rulesDB = rules.toString() 

  } 

  def beforeUpdate() { 

    rulesDB = rules.toString() 

  } 

} 

 

public class AuthorizationRule implements Comparable <Authoriza-

tionRule> { 

  private int[]          prefix; 

  private EnumSet<Permissions>  permissions; 

 

  public AuthorizationRule(String prefix, Permissions... permissions) 

{ 

    this.prefix    = Util.prefixFromString(prefix); 

    this.permissions = EnumSet.noneOf(Permissions.class); 

    for (Permissions p : permissions) this.permissions.add(p); 

  } 

   

  public AuthorizationRule(String prefix, EnumSet<Permissions> per-

missions) { 

    this(Util.prefixFromString(prefix), permissions); 

  } 

   

  public AuthorizationRule(int[] prefix, EnumSet<Permissions> per-

missions) { 

    this.prefix    = prefix; 

    this.permissions = permissions; 

  } 

 

  public int[] getPrefix() { 

    return prefix; 

  } 

 

  public EnumSet<Permissions> getPermissions() { 

    return permissions; 

  } 

 

  @Override 

  public String toString() { 

    return toString(prefix) + "=" + toString(permissions); 

  } 

 

  public static AuthorizationRule fromString(String input) { 

    if (input==null || input.length() < 3 || !input.contains("="))  

      throw new NullPointerException("Empty input"); 
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    String[] parts = input.split("="); 

    return new AuthorizationRule(Util.prefixFromString(parts[0]), 

Util.permissionsFromString(parts[1])); 

  } 

 

  public static String toString(int[] dottedName) { 

    if (dottedName == null || dottedName.length == 0) { 

      return "."; 

    } 

    return Util.unsplit(dottedName, "."); 

  } 

   

  public static String toString(EnumSet<Permissions> perms) { 

    return Util.unsplit(perms, ","); 

  } 

   

  @Override 

  public int compareTo(AuthorizationRule that) { 

    return (that.prefix.length - this.prefix.length); 

  } 

 

  @Override 

  public boolean equals(Object o) { 

    if (this == o) return true; 

    if (o == null || getClass() != o.getClass()) return false; 

 

    AuthorizationRule that = (AuthorizationRule) o; 

 

    if (!permissions.equals(that.permissions)) return false; 

    if (!Arrays.equals(prefix, that.prefix)) return false; 

 

    return true; 

  } 

 

  @Override 

  public int hashCode() { 

    int result = Arrays.hashCode(prefix); 

    result = 31 * result + permissions.hashCode(); 

    return result; 

  } 

} 

 

public class AuthorizationRuleSet { 

  private List<AuthorizationRule> rules = new Ar-

rayList<AuthorizationRule>(); 

 

  protected List<AuthorizationRule> getRules() { //testing only 

    return rules; 

  } 

 

  public AuthorizationRuleSet add(AuthorizationRule rule) { 

    rules.add(rule); 

    return this; 

  } 

 

  public AuthorizationRuleSet add(String dottedName, Permissions... 

permissions) { 

    return add(new AuthorizationRule(dottedName, permissions)); 

  } 

 

  public boolean isGranted(String target, Permissions... operations) { 
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    EnumSet<Permissions> opSet = Enum-Set.noneOf(Permissions.class); 

    for (Permissions p : operations) opSet.add(p); 

    return isGranted(target, opSet); 

  } 

   

  public boolean isGranted(String target, EnumSet<Permissions> oper-

ations) { 

    return isGranted(Util.prefixFromString(target), operations); 

  } 

 

  public boolean isGranted(int[] target, EnumSet<Permissions> opera-

tions) { 

    AuthorizationRule selected = selectRule(target); 

    return ((selected != null)) && select-

ed.getPermissions().containsAll(operations); 

  } 

 

  public AuthorizationRule selectRule(String target) { 

    return selectRule(Util.prefixFromString(target)); 

  } 

   

  public AuthorizationRule selectRule(int[] target) { 

    AuthorizationRule selected = null; 

    for (AuthorizationRule rule : rules) { 

      int len = pxlen(target, rule.getPrefix()); 

      if ((len >= 0) && (selected == null || select-

ed.getPrefix().length < len)) 

        selected = rule; 

    } 

    return selected; 

  } 

 

  public static int pxlen(int[] target, int[] rule) { 

    if (target.length < rule.length) return -1; 

     

    int end = Math.min(target.length, rule.length); 

    int len = 0; 

    for (; len < end; ++len) if (target[len] != rule[len]) return -1; 

    return len; 

  } 

 

  @Override 

  public String toString() { 

    String result = ""; 

    for(AuthorizationRule rule: rules){ 

      result+= rule.toString() + "#"; 

    } 

    return result; 

  } 

   

  public static AuthorizationRuleSet fromString(String input) { 

    if (input==null || input.length() < 3 || !input.contains("#") || 

!input.contains("="))  

      throw new NullPointerException("Empty input"); 

 

    String[] parts = input.split("#"); 

    AuthorizationRuleSet result = new AuthorizationRuleSet(); 

    for(String part: parts){ 

      String[] ruleParts = part.split("="); 
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      result.add(new Authoriza-

tionRule(Util.prefixFromString(ruleParts[0]), 

Util.permissionsFromString(ruleParts[1]))); 

    } 

    return result; 

  } 

   

} 

public enum Permissions { 

  create, read, update, delete, comment; 

  Permissions() { 

    MASK = 1 << ordinal(); 

  } 

  public final int MASK; 

} 

public class Util { 

 

  public static boolean isEmpty(String s) { 

    return s == null || s.trim().length() == 0; 

  } 

 

  public static String unsplit(Iterable lst, String sep) { 

    if (lst == null || isEmpty(sep)) throw new NullPointerExcep-

tion(); 

 

    StringBuilder  buf = new StringBuilder(1000); 

    boolean notFirst = false; 

    for (Object obj : lst) { 

      if (notFirst) buf.append(sep); else notFirst = true; 

      buf.append(obj);     

    } 

    return buf.toString(); 

  } 

   

  public static String unsplit(int[] lst, String sep) { 

    if (lst == null || isEmpty(sep)) throw new NullPointerExcep-

tion(); 

 

    StringBuilder  buf = new StringBuilder(1000); 

    boolean notFirst = false; 

    for (int obj : lst) { 

      if (notFirst) buf.append(sep); else notFirst = true; 

      buf.append(obj); 

    } 

    return buf.toString(); 

  } 

   

  public static int[] prefixFromString(String input) { 

    if (input == null || input.length() == 0 || input.equals(".")) { 

      return new int[0]; 

    } 

 

    String[] s = input.split("\\."); 

    int[] prefix = new int[s.length]; 

    for (int i = 0; i < s.length; i++) prefix[i] = Inte-

ger.parseInt(s[i]); 

    return prefix; 

  } 

   

  public static EnumSet<Permissions> permissionsFromString(String in-

put) { 
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    EnumSet<Permissions> permissions = Enum-

Set.noneOf(Permissions.class); 

    if (input == null || input.length() == 0) return permissions; 

 

    for (String s : input.split(",")) permis-

sions.add(Permissions.valueOf(s)); 

    return permissions; 

  }   

} 

 

class AuthController { 

 

  def index() { } 

   

   

  def addPermission(){ 

    long start = System.currentTimeMillis() 

    def user = User.findByName("user555") 

    assert user != null 

    AuthorizationRule   r1 = new AuthorizationRule("500.1.1", Permis-

sions.read, Permissions.update);   

    user.rules.add(r1)   

    long end = System.currentTimeMillis() 

    println("Elapsed ${end-start} ms ") 

  } 

   

  def check (){ 

    def user = User.findByName("user") 

    def res = "" 

    user.rules.getRules().each{ 

      res+= it.prefix  

      res+= it.permissions.toString() 

    } 

    render res 

  } 

}
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Appendix D – Apache Shiro clean room implementation 

 

class AuthController { 

  def shiroSecurityManager 

 

  def index = { redirect(action: "login", params: params) } 

 

  def login = { 

   return [ username: params.username, rememberMe: (params.rememberMe 

!= null), targetUri: params.targetUri ] 

  } 

 

  def signIn = { 

   def authToken = new UsernamePasswordToken(params.username, 

params.password as String) 

 

   // Support for "remember me" 

   if (params.rememberMe) { 

     authToken.rememberMe = true 

   } 

    

   // If a controller redirected to this page, redirect back 

   // to it. Otherwise redirect to the root URI. 

   def targetUri = params.targetUri ?: "/" 

    

   // Handle requests saved by Shiro filters. 

   def savedRequest = WebUtils.getSavedRequest(request) 

   if (savedRequest) { 

     targetUri = savedRequest.requestURI - request.contextPath 

     if (savedRequest.queryString) targetUri = targetUri + '?' + 

savedRe-quest.queryString 

   } 

    

   try{ 

     // Perform the actual login. An AuthenticationException 

     // will be thrown if the username is unrecognised or the 

     // password is incorrect. 

     SecurityUtils.subject.login(authToken) 

 

     log.info "Redirecting to '${targetUri}'." 

     redirect(uri: targetUri) 

   } 

   catch (AuthenticationException ex){ 

     // Authentication failed, so display the appropriate message 

     // on the login page. 

     log.info "Authentication failure for user '${params.username}'." 

     flash.message = message(code: "login.failed") 

 

     // Keep the username and "remember me" setting so that the 

     // user does not have to enter them again. 

     def m = [ username: params.username ] 

     if (params.rememberMe) { 

 m["rememberMe"] = true 

     } 

 

     // Remember the target URI too. 

     if (params.targetUri) { 

 m["targetUri"] = params.targetUri 
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     } 

 

     // Now redirect back to the login page. 

     redirect(action: "login", params: m) 

   } 

  } 

 

  def signOut = { 

   // Log the user out of the application. 

   SecurityUtils.subject?.logout() 

 

   // For now, redirect back to the home page. 

   redirect(uri: "/") 

  } 

 

  def unauthorized = { 

   render "You do not have permission to access this page." 

  } 

  

 def permitted(){ 

  ArrayList<String> results = new ArrayList<String>() 

  long start = System.currentTimeMillis() 

  def result = SecurityUtils.subject.isPermitted ("sec-

tion:print:768234") 

  long end = System.currentTimeMillis() 

  results.add("Elapsed ${end-start} ms + result: " + result ) 

   

  render results  

 } 

  

 def addPermission(){ 

  def user = ShiroUser.findByUsername("user123") 

  ArrayList<String> results = new ArrayList<String>() 

  long start = System.currentTimeMillis() 

  user.addToPermissions("section:comment:543534324324") 

  long end = System.currentTimeMillis() 

  results.add("Elapsed ${end-start} ms" ) 

     

  render results 

 } 

  

 def addPermissions(){ 

  def user = ShiroUser.findByUsername("user123") 

  for(int i=1; i<=2000;i++){ 

   user.addToPermissions("section:print:" + i) 

  } 

 } 

  

 def populateData(){ 

  def user = ShiroUser.findByUsername("user123") 

  //create project 

  def project = new Project(name: "First Project", titleID: "") 

  assert project != null 

  project.save() 

 

      //create sections 

     //root level 

     for(int i=1; i<=100000;i++){ 

     if(i%7 == 0){ 

     user.addToPermissions("section:comment,print:" + i) 

     }else if(i%43 == 0){ 
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      user.addToPermissions("section:print:" + i) 

     }else if (i%2 == 0){ 

      user.addToPermissions("section:comment:" + i) 

     }else { 

      user.addToPermissions("section:delete,print:" + i) 

     } 

   } 

render "YAAARRR!" 

     } 

}
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Appendix E – Spring ACL clean room implementation 

class ReportController { 

 

  static scaffold = true 

  static defaultAction = 'list' 

  def reportService 

  def aclUtilService 

 

  def springSecurityService 

  def list = { 

    params.max = Math.min(params.max ? params.int('max') : 10, 100) 

    [reportInstanceList: reportService.list(params), 

          reportInstanceTotal: reportService.count()] 

  } 

 

  def create = { 

    [reportInstance: new Report(params)] 

  } 

 

  def save = { 

    def report = reportService.create(params.name) 

    if (!renderWithErrors('create', report)) { 

      redirectShow "Report $report.id created", re-port.id 

    } 

  } 

 

  def show = { 

    def report = findInstance() 

    if (!report) return 

 

      [reportInstance: report] 

  } 

 

  def edit = { 

    def report = findInstance() 

    if (!report) return 

 

      [reportInstance: report] 

  } 

 

  def update = { 

    def report = findInstance() 

    if (!report) return 

 

      reportService.update report, params.name 

    if (!renderWithErrors('edit', report)) { 

      redirectShow "Report $report.id updated", re-port.id 

    } 

  } 

 

  def grant = { 

 

    def report = findInstance() 

    if (!report) return 

 

      if (!request.post) { 

        return [reportInstance: report] 

      } 
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    reportService.addPermission report, params.recipient, 

params.int('permission') 

 

    redirectShow "Permission $params.permission granted on Report $re-

port.id to $params.recipient", report.id 

  } 

 

  private Report findInstance() { 

    def report = reportService.get(params.long('id')) 

    if (!report) { 

      flash.message = "Report not found with id $params.id" 

      redirect action: list 

    } 

    report 

  } 

 

  private void redirectShow(message, id) { 

    flash.message = message 

    redirect action: show, id: id 

  } 

 

  private boolean renderWithErrors(String view, Report report) { 

    if (report.hasErrors()) { 

      render view: view, model: [reportInstance: re-port] 

      return true 

    } 

    false 

  } 

   

  def populateData(){ 

    def report = new Report(name:"Report1232321").save() 

    long start = System.currentTimeMillis() 

    def res = reportService.addPermission report, springSecu-

rityService.authentication.name, BasePermission.ADMINISTRATION 

    long end = System.currentTimeMillis() 

    println("Elapsed ${end-start} ms " +  res ) 

     

  } 

   

  def granted(){ 

    def report = Report.get(199001) 

    println report.id 

    long start = System.currentTimeMillis() 

    def res = 

aclUtilService.hasPermission(springSecurityService.authentication, re-

port, BasePermis-sion.ADMINISTRATION) 

    long end = System.currentTimeMillis() 

    println("Elapsed ${end-start} ms " +  res ) 

}
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